In grid workflow systems, to verify temporal constraints efficiently at the run-time execution stage, some checkpoints are selected such that temporal verification need only be conducted at those checkpoints rather than at all activity points. However, existing typical checkpoint selection strategies may ignore some necessary checkpoints and select some unnecessary ones. This eventually impacts overall temporal verification effectiveness and efficiency. To improve such status, in this paper, we develop a new checkpoint selection strategy. Specifically, we first investigate the relationships between activity completion duration and the consistency of temporal constraints. Then, based on those relationships we present our new checkpoint selection strategy. Our new strategy can avoid the omission of necessary checkpoints and the selection of excess unnecessary checkpoints. Consequently, it can achieve better temporal verification effectiveness and efficiency than the existing typical checkpoint selection strategies. The final comparison and quantitative evaluation further demonstrate this result.
Introduction
In grid architecture, a grid workflow system is a type of high-level grid middleware which is intended to support modeling, redesign, and execution of large-scale sophisticated e-science and e-business processes in a variety of complex scientific and business applications such as climate modeling, astrophysics, high energy physics, international finance, and insurance (Foster et al. 2002; Abramson et al. 2005; Simpson et al. 2004) . Generally speaking, the whole working process of a grid workflow system can be divided into three stages: build time, runtime instantiation, and run-time execution (Cao et al. 2003; Cybok 2006) . At the build-time stage, grid workflow specifications are defined by a grid workflow definition language such as Grid Services Flow Language (GSFL), Abstract Grid Workflow Language (AGWL), Service Workflow Language (SWFL) or Grid Workflow Execution Language (GWEL; Krishnan, Wagstrom, and Laszewski 2002; Huang 2003; Cybok 2004; Fahringer, Pllana, and Villazon 2004) . Conceptually, a grid workflow contains a large number of computation, data or transaction intensive activities as well as the dependencies between them Cybok 2006; Goble 2004) . The activities are implemented and executed by corresponding grid services. The dependencies define the activity execution orders and form four basic control structures: sequential, parallel, selective and iterative (Marinescu, 2002; Cybok, 2006) . At the run-time instantiation stage, grid workflow instances are created, and, especially, grid services specified in the build-time definition documents are discovered by an instantiation grid service (Krishnan, Wagstrom, and Laszewski 2002; Cybok, 2006) . At the run-time execution stage, grid workflow instances are executed. The execution is coordinated by the grid workflow engine that itself is a high-level grid service, and is hence automatically grid aware (Krishnan, Wagstrom, and Laszewski 2002; Cybok, 2006; Chen and Yang, 2005a) .
To control temporal correctness of grid workflow specification and execution, temporal constraints are often set at build time (Eder, Panagos, and Rabinovich 1999; Marjanovic and Orlowska 1999; Buyya, Abramson, and Venugopal 2005; Yu, Buyya, and Tham 2005; Chen and Yang 2006) . The main types of temporal constraints are upper bound, lower bound and fixed time (Eder, Panagos, and Rabinovich 1999; Marjanovic and Orlowska 1999) . An upper bound constraint between two activities is a relative time value so that the duration between them must be less than or equal to it (Eder, Panagos, and Rabinovich 1999; Buyya, Abramson, and Venugopal 2005) . A lower bound constraint between two activities is a relative time value so that the duration between them must be greater than or equal to it (Eder, Panagos, and Rabinovich 1999) . A fixed-time constraint for an activity is an absolute time value by which the activity must be com-pleted (Eder, Panagos, and Rabinovich 1999; Marjanovic and Orlowska 1999) . For example, a climate modeling grid workflow must be completed by the scheduled time , say 6:00 pm, so that the weather forecasting can be broadcasted on time later. Here, 6:00 pm is a fixed-time constraint.
After temporal constraints are set, temporal verification is conducted so that any temporal violations can be identified and consequently proper handling action can be taken in time (Al-Ali et al. 2004; Li, Yang, and Chen 2004; Brandic et al. 2005) . At the build-time and run-time instantiation stages, temporal verification is static because we do not have any specific activity execution times. For each temporal constraint, we conduct its verification once only with the consideration of all covered activities. Therefore, we need not decide at which activities we should conduct temporal verification. At the run-time execution stage, activity completion durations vary and consequently, we may need to verify each temporal constraint many times at different activities. However, conducting temporal verification at every activity is not efficient because we may not have to do so at some activities such as those that can be completed within allowed time intervals. So where should we conduct temporal verification? The activities at which we conduct temporal verification are called checkpoints (Marjanovic and Orlowska 1999; Zhuge, Cheung, and Pung 2001; Deelman et al. 2003; . This is the subject of the research field on CSS (Checkpoint Selection Strategies; Marjanovic and Orlowska 1999; Zhuge, Cheung, and Pung 2001; Deelman et al. 2003; .
To date, some typical checkpoint selection strategies have been proposed. Deelman et al. (2003) take every activity as a checkpoint. We denote this strategy as CSS 1 (CSS: Checkpoint Selection Strategy). Zhuge et al. (2001) set checkpoints at the start time and end time of each activity and each flow. We denote this strategy as CSS 2 . Marjanovic and Orlowska (1999) take the start point of a workflow instance as a checkpoint and add a checkpoint after each decision activity is executed. We denote this strategy as CSS 3 . Marjanovic and E.Orlowska (1999) also mention another checkpoint selection strategy: user-defined checkpoints. We denote this strategy as CSS 4 . However, because activity completion durations vary, we may not need to conduct temporal verification at some of these predefined checkpoints, such as those that can be completed within allowed time intervals. Therefore, CSS 1 , CSS 2 , CSS 3 , and CSS 4 may select some unnecessary checkpoints. In addition, although CSS 1 and CSS 2 do not ignore any checkpoints, at the heavy cost of inefficiency, CSS 3 and CSS 4 may ignore some necessary checkpoints because we may need to conduct temporal verification at some other activities rather than the checkpoints predefined by CSS 3 or CSS 4 . introduce a maximum duration for each activity and then select an activity as a checkpoint when its completion duration exceeds its maximum duration. We denote this strategy as CSS 5 . However, in Section 5, we will see that under some conditions, we need to select an activity as a checkpoint even if the selection condition of CSS 5 is not met. That is to say, CSS 5 may still ignore some necessary checkpoints.
Unnecessary checkpoints result in some unnecessary temporal verification, which eventually impacts the overall verification efficiency. Therefore, CSS 1 , CSS 2 , CSS 3 and CSS 4 are not efficient for temporal verification. Ignored checkpoints mean some necessary verification is omitted, which eventually impacts the overall verification effectiveness. Therefore, CSS 3 , CSS 4 and CSS 5 are not effective for temporal verification.
Regarding the above limitations of the existing typical checkpoint selection strategies, in this paper, we develop a new checkpoint selection strategy. This strategy is based on the relationships between run-time activity completion duration and temporal constraint consistency. The final comparison and quantitative evaluation will show that our strategy is more effective and efficient for temporal verification than the existing strategies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a timed grid workflow representation. Section 3 investigates the relationships between activity completion duration and temporal constraint consistency. Based on those relationships, Section 4 proposes our checkpoint selection strategy. Section 5 further shows the benefits of our strategy through a comparison and quantitative evaluation. Section 6 concludes our contributions and points to future work.
Timed Grid Workflow Representation
Based on the directed graph concept, a grid workflow can be represented by a grid workflow graph, where nodes correspond to activities and edges correspond to dependencies between activities (Eder, Panagos, and Rabinovich 1999; Chinn and Madey 2000) . Here we assume that the grid workflow is well structured, which means that there are no structure errors such as deadlocks, dead activities and so on. The structure verification is outside the scope of this paper and can be referred to in some other references such as Aalst (2000) and Rinderle, Reichert, and Dadam (2004) . We borrow some concepts from Eder, Panagos, and Rabinovich (1999) , Marjanovic and Orlowska (1999) , and Yang (2004, 2005a) , such as maximum or minimum duration as a basis to represent the time attributes. We denote the i th activity of grid workflow gw as a i . For each a i , we denote its maximum duration, mean duration, minimum duration, run-time start time, run-time end time and run-time completion duration as D(a i ), M(a i ), d(a i ), S(a i ), E(a i ) and Rcd(a i ) respectively. The mean duration M(a i ) indicates that statistically a i can be completed in its mean duration. Other time attributes are self-explanatory. Rcd(a i ) covers the queuing delay, synchronization delay, network latency and so on caused at a i . Normally, we have d(a i ) ≤ M(a i ) ≤ D(a i ) and d(a i ) ≤ Rcd(a i ) ≤ D(a i ). If there is a path from a i to a j (j ≥ i), we denote the maximum duration, mean duration, minimum duration and run-time real completion duration between them as D(a i , a j ), M(a i , a j ), d(a i , a j ) and Rcd(a i , a j ) respectively (Eder, Panagos, and Rabinovich 1999; Marjanovic and Orlowska 1999) . Normally, we have d(a i , a j ) ≤ M(a i , a j ) ≤ D(a i , a j ). For convenience, we consider one execution path in the grid workflow without losing generality. In a selective or parallel structure each branch is an execution path. An iterative structure, from the time perspective, from start to end, is also an execution path. Hence, we can apply the results achieved from one execution path to the selective/parallel/iterative structures. Correspondingly, between a i and a j , D(a i , a j ) is equal to the sum of all activity maximum durations, M(a i , a j ) is equal to the sum of all activity mean durations, and d(a i , a j ) is equal to the sum of all activity minimum durations.
Regarding the representation of temporal constraints, according to the description of upper bound, lower bound and fixed-time constraints in Section 1, conceptually a lower bound constraint is symmetrical to an upper bound constraint. For a fixed-time constraint, we can see the first activity of a grid workflow as its start activity. Then, the fixed-time constraint can be seen as a special case of upper bound constraint whose start activity is the first activity of the grid workflow and whose end activity is the one at which the fixed-time constraint occurs. Therefore, in this paper, we will focus on upper bound constraints only unless otherwise stated. The corresponding checkpoint selection discussion can be equally applied to lower bound and fixed-time constraints. Correspondingly, if there is an upper bound constraint between a i and a j , we denote it as UBC(a i , a j ) and its value as ubv(a i , a j ).
As well as the above time attributes, four temporal consistency states have been identified and defined by Chen and Yang (2006) . They are SC (Strong Consistency), WC (Weak Consistency), WI (Weak Inconsistency), and SI (Strong Inconsistency). We summarize their definitions for the run-time execution stage below because our new checkpoint selection strategy is based on them and is related to the run-time execution stage. The definitions for the build-time and run-time instantiation stages and a detailed discussion can be found in Chen and Yang (2006) . Definition 1. At the run-time execution stage, at checkpoint a p between a i and a j (i ≤ j), UBC(a i , a j ) is said to be of SC if Rcd(a i , a p ) + D(a p + 1 , a j ) ≤ ubv(a i , a j ).
Definition 2. At the run-time execution stage, at checkpoint a p between a i and a j
Definition 3. At the run-time execution stage, at checkpoint a p between a i and a 
For clarity and convenience of discussion, we further depict the definitions of SC, WC, WI, and SI in Figure 1 .
Relationships Between Activity Completion Duration and SC, WC, WI, and SI
According to Chen and Yang (2006) and Hagen and Alonso (2000) , at an activity point, if an upper bound constraint is of WI or SI, the corresponding exception handling will be triggered to adjust it to SC or WC. Therefore, along the grid workflow execution, at an activity point, before the execution of the activity, all upper bound constraints will be of either SC or WC. However, after the execution of the activity, the uncertain activity completion duration may affect their consistency. In this section, we investigate the relationships between activity completion duration and SC, WC, WI, and SI, which forms the basis for proposing our new checkpoint selection strategy.
At the run-time execution stage, at activity point a p , its completion duration is Rcd(a p ). The relationships between Rcd(a p ) and SC, WC, WI, and SI are established in three theorems (Theorems 1, 2 and 3 below) and depicted in Fig Theorem 1. At activity point a p , if D(a p ) < Rcd(a p ), 1) all previous WC upper bound constraints cannot be of SC and may be of WC, WI or SI; and 2) previous SC upper bound constraints may be of SC, WC, WI or SI.
However, according to Definition 1, for UBC(a i , a j ) to be of SC, we must ensure eqaution (2) below holds.
Obviously, equation (2) does not hold because of (1). That is to say, UBC(a i , a j ) cannot be of SC after the execution of a p . In addition, from D(a p ) < Rcd(a p ), we have:
Meanwhile, because UBC(a i , a j ) is previously of WC, according to Definition 2, we have: (3) and (4) alone we cannot judge whether equation (5) below holds or not.
If equation (5) holds, UBC(a i , a j ) is of WC again. However, depending on specific Rcd(a p ), equation (5) may or may not hold. Similarly, we may or may not have Rcd(a i , a p ) + d(a p + 1 , a j ) ≤ ubv(a i , a j ) < Rcd(a i , a p ) + M(a p + 1 , a j ), and we also may or may not have ubv(a i , a j ) < Rcd(a i , a p ) + d(a p + 1 , a j ). Therefore, according to Definitions 2, 3 and 4, depending on specific Rcd(a p ) after the execution of a p , UBC(a i , a j ) may be of WC, WI or SI.
2) Suppose UBC(a s , a t ) is of SC before the execution of a p (s ≤ p ≤ t), according to Definition 1, we have:
From D(a p ) < Rcd(a p ), we have: Rcd(a s , a p -1 ) + D(a p , a t ) = Rcd(a s , a p -1 ) + D(a p ) + D(a p + 1 , a t ) < Rcd(a s , a p -1 ) + Rcd(a p ) + D(a p + 1 , a t ) = Rcd(a s , a p ) + D(a p + 1 , a t ). Hence, we have:
Rcd(a s , a p -1 ) + D(a p , a t ) < Rcd(a s , a p ) + D(a p + 1 , a t ) (7) However, from equations (6) and (7) alone we cannot judge whether equation (8) below holds or not.
If equation (8) Rcd(a s , a p ) + D(a p + 1 , a t ) ≤ ubv(a s , a t )
According to Definition 1, UBC(a s , a t ) is still of SC after the execution of a p .
2) The proof is similar to 2) of Theorem 1, hence is omitted. Thus, the theorem holds. 1 Theorem 3. At activity point a p , if Rcd(a p ) ≤ M(a p ), 1) all previous SC upper bound constraints are still of SC; 2) all previous WC upper bound constraints are at least of WC and may be of SC; and 3) if it is still of WC, the status has been changed for the better.
Proof: 1) The proof is similar to 1) of Theorem 2, hence is omitted.
2) Suppose UBC(a i , a j ) is of WC before the execution of a p (i ≤ p ≤ j), according to Definition 2, we have:
If Rcd(a p ) ≤ M(a p ), then we have: Rcd(a i , a p ) + M(a p + 1 ,
. Hence, we have:
In addition, we also have: Rcd(a i , a p ) + D(a p + 1 , a j ) = Rcd(a i , a p -1 ) + Rcd(a p ) + D(a p , a j ) ≤ Rcd(a i , a p -1 ) + M(a p ) + D(a p , a j ) ≤ Rcd(a i , a p -1 ) + D(a p ) + D(a p , a j ) = Rcd(a i , a p -1 ) + D(a p , a j ). Hence, we have:
Rcd(a i , a p ) + D(a p + 1 , a j ) ≤ Rcd(a i , a p -1 ) + D(a p , a j ) ( 1 2 ) However, from equations (10), (11) and (12) alone we cannot judge whether equations (13) or (14) hold.
In fact, depending on how much less Rcd(a p ) is than M(a p ), equations (13) or (14) may or may not hold. If equation (13) holds, then, with equation (11), we have:
According to Definition 2, equation (15) means that UBC(a i , a j ) is of WC. If equation (14) holds, according to Definition 1, UBC(a i , a j ) is already switched to be of SC after the execution of a p .
3) If Rcd(a p ) ≤ M(a p ), then we have: Rcd(a i , a p ) + M(a p + 1 , a j ) = Rcd(a i , a p -1 ) + Rcd(a p ) + M(a p + 1 , a j ) ≤ Rcd(a i , a p -1 ) + M(a p ) + M(a p + 1 , a j ) = Rcd(a i , a p -1 ) + M(a p , a j ). Therefore, we have:
Rcd(a i , a p ) + M(a p + 1 , a j ) ≤ Rcd(a i , a p -1 ) + M(a p , a j ) (16) Correspondingly, we have:
Equation (17) means that, after the execution of a p , UBC(a i , a j ) is closer to SC than before. Therefore, the status of UBC(a i , a j ) has been changed for better.
In overall terms, we can say that after the execution of a p , UBC(a i , a j ) is at least of WC, and may be of SC depending on how much less Rcd(a p ) is than M(a p ), and the status of UBC(a i , a j ) has been changed for the better. Thus, the theorem holds. 1
Based on Theorems 1, 2 and 3, we can derive detailed relationships between the completion duration of a p and SC, WC, WI, and SI. For clarity, we depict them in Figure 2. 
A New Checkpoint Selection Strategy
In this section, based on the relationships between activity completion duration and SC, WC, WI, and SI, a new checkpoint selection strategy is presented.
According to Section 3, the following conclusions can be drawn: Chen and Yang (2006) and therefore we need not verify them either. In Chen and Yang (2006) , we already developed a method to adjust the WC upper bound constraints to be of SC. According to Theorem 3, after the execution of a p , the status of the previous WC upper bound constraints is changed for the better (even to SC). Therefore, if a previous WC upper bound constraint is still of WC after the execution of a p , we can still use the previous adjustment on it. Hence, we need not do anything further. That is to say, we need not verify it.
Based on the above conclusions, we can decide whether or not a p should be taken as a checkpoint. Correspondingly, a new checkpoint selection strategy can be derived and is denoted as CSS ACD (Activity Completion Duration based Checkpoint Selection Strategy). CSS ACD is: At activity a p , if D(a p ) < Rcd(a p ), a p is taken as a checkpoint for the verification of SC, WC, WI, and SI of all previous SC upper bound constraints, and for the verification of WC, WI, and SI of all previous WC upper bound constraints. If M(a p ) < Rcd(a p ) ≤ D(a p ), a p is taken as a checkpoint for the verification of SC, WC, WI, and SI of all previous WC upper bound constraints. If Rcd(a p ) ≤ M(a p ), a p is not taken as a checkpoint.
Based on CSS ACD , Algorithm 1 is derived. Algorithm 1 combines the checkpoint selection process of CSS ACD and the upper bound constraint verification.
By applying Algorithm 1, the upper bound constraint verification can be based on CSS ACD . As a result, the verification only needs to be conducted at necessary activity points; and at such points only those upper bound constraints that should be verified are verified.
Comparison and Quantitative Evaluation
In this section, we will evaluate our checkpoint selection strategy CSS ACD by comparing it with other strategies: CSS 1 , CSS 2 , CSS 3 , CSS 4 , and CSS 5 , which are mentioned in Section 1.
Overall Comparison
According to Section 1, CSS 1 takes every activity as a checkpoint and CSS 2 sets checkpoints at the start time and end time of each activity. However, according to CSS ACD , if the completion duration of an activity is less than or equal to its mean duration, then we need not conduct any temporal verification and consequently we need not take the activity as a checkpoint. Therefore, CSS ACD is more efficient for temporal verification than CSS 1 and CSS 2 .
Similarly, we can derive that CSS ACD is more efficient for temporal verification than CSS 3 and CSS 4 . In addition, according to CSS ACD , if an activity which is not defined as a checkpoint by CSS 3 and CSS 4 completes exceeding its mean duration, then we must conduct temporal verification because it may be a temporal violation.
Algorithm 1. Checkpoint selection and upper bound constraint verification based on CSS ACD symbol Definitions:
ArraySC: an array of all previous SC upper bound constraints that cover a p ; ArrayWC: an array of all previous WC upper bound constraints that cover a p ; end Definitions Input: ArraySC, ArrayWC, S(a 1 ), Rcd(a p ), M(a p ), maximum, mean and minimum durations of all activities involved in ArraySC and ArrayWC; Output: checkpoint report and SC, WC, WI & SI report; If (D(a p ) < Rcd(a p )) then
Output 'a p is a checkpoint for the verification of SC, WC, WI and SI of all previous SC upper bound constraints, and for the verification of WC, WI and SI of all previous WC upper bound constraints' while (not end of ArraySC) do // verify SC, WC, WI and SI of previous SC upper bound constraints Select current upper bound constraint from ArraySC, say UBC(a s , a t ) (s ≤ t); if (Rcd(a s , a p ) + D(a p + 1 , a t ) ≤ ubv(a s , a t )) then Output 'UBC(a s , a t ) is of SC' else if (Rcd(a s , a p ) + M(a p + 1 , a t ) ≤ ubv(a s , a t ) < Rcd(a s , a p ) + D(a p + 1 , a t )) then
Output 'UBC(a s , a t ) is of WC' ; else if (Rcd(a s , a p ) + d(a p + 1 , a t ) ≤ ubv(a s , a t ) < Rcd(a s , a p ) + M(a p + 1 , a t )) then
Output 'UBC(a s , a t ) is of WI' ; else if (ubv(a s , a t ) < Rcd(a s , a p ) + d(a p + 1 , a t )) then
Output 'UBC(a s , a t ) is of SI' ; end if end while while (not end of ArrayWC) do //verify WC, WI and SI of previous WC upper bound constraints Select current upper bound constraint from ArrayWC, say UBC(a i , a j ) (i ≤ j); if (Rcd(a i , a p ) + M(a p + 1 , a j ) ≤ ubv(a i , a j ) < Rcd(a i , a p ) + D(a p + 1 , a i )) then Output 'UBC(a i , a j ) is of WC' ; else if (Rcd(a i , a p ) + d(a p + 1 , a j ) ≤ ubv(a i , a j ) < Rcd(a i , a p ) + M(a p + 1 , a j )) then
Output 'UBC(a i , a j ) is of WI' ; else if ubv(a i , a j ) < Rcd(a i , a p ) + d(a p + 1 , a j )) then
Output 'UBC(a i , a j ) is of SI' ; end if end while else if (M(a p ) < Rcd(a p ) ≤ D(a p )) then
Output 'a p is a checkpoint for verification of SC, WC, WI and SI of all previous WC upper bound constraints'; while (not end of ArrayWC) do // verify SC, WC, WI and SI of previous WC upper bound constraints Select current upper bound constraint from ArrayWC, say UBC(a i , a j ) (I ≤ j); if (Rcd(a 1 , a p ) + D(a p + 1 , a i ) ≤ ubv(a i , a j )) then Output 'UBC(a i , a j ) is of SC'; else if (Rcd(a 1 , a p ) + M(a p + 1 , a i ) ≤ ubv(a i , a j ) < Rcd(a 1 , a p ) + D(a p + 1 , a i )) then
Output 'UBC(a i , a j ) is of WC' ; else if (Rcd(a 1 , a p ) + d(a p + 1 , a i ) ≤ ubv(a i , a j ) < Rcd(a 1 , a p ) + M(a p + 1 , a i )) then
Output 'UBC(a i , a j ) is of WI' ; else if (ubv(a i , a j ) < Rcd(a 1 , a 
Output 'a p is NOT a checkpoint and there is no need of any upper bound constraint verification'; end if
That is to say, the activity should be taken as a checkpoint. However, it is ignored by CSS 3 and CSS 4 and the corresponding temporal verification will also be omitted. Therefore, CSS ACD is more effective for temporal verification than CSS 3 and CSS 4 .
According to the discussion in Section 4 for CSS ACD , at activity a p , if M(a p ) < Rcd(a p ), we must take it as a checkpoint for verifying all previous WC upper bound constraints because they may be violated. However, by CSS 5 , according to , we take a p as a checkpoint only if D(a p ) < Rcd(a p ). That is to say, by CSS 5 , we will ignore the situation where M(a p ) < Rcd(a p ) ≤ D(a p ) and a p should be taken as a checkpoint. As a result, the corresponding verification that must be conducted when M(a p ) < Rcd(a p ) ≤ D(a p ) is omitted too. Therefore, CSS ACD is more effective for temporal verification than CSS 5 .
Quantitative Evaluation
We now conduct further quantitative analysis so that we can get a specific picture of how our CSS ACD is more effective and efficient for temporal verification than CSS 1 , CSS 2 , CSS 3 , CSS 4 , and CSS 5 . CSS 1 is similar to CSS 2 because they both set checkpoints at every activity. CSS 3 is similar to CSS 4 because they both define the checkpoints before the grid workflow execution. Therefore, we only analyze CSS 1 , CSS 4 , CSS 5 , and CSS ACD .
According to Sections 4 and 5.1, to compare CSS 1 , CSS 4 , CSS 5 and CSS ACD , we should analyze the unnecessary and omitted temporal verification based on them respectively. According to the definitions of temporal consistency in Section 2, the primary verification computation is focused on the sum of the maximum durations between two activities. Therefore, we take each computation of the maximum duration addition as a verification computation unit. Correspondingly, we analyze CSS 1 , CSS 4 , CSS 5 , and CSS ACD by comparing their unnecessary and omitted verification computation unit numbers. We use U 1-ACD to stand for the unnecessary verification computation unit number of CSS 1 minus the unnecessary verification computation unit number of CSS ACD . We use O 1-ACD to stand for the omitted verification computation unit number of CSS 1 minus the omitted verification computation unit number of CSS ACD . Similarly, we have U 4-ACD , O 4-ACD , U 5-ACD and O 5-ACD .
Considering a climate modeling grid workflow that may consist of hundreds of thousands of activities and must be time constrained so that the weather forecasting can be broadcasted on time , for simplicity we focus on one upper bound constraint, say UBC(A). We suppose that UBC(A) covers N activities. Because in real-world grid workflow systems, there are normally many grid workflow instances, we conduct the quantitative analysis in a statistical manner. Therefore, we introduce possibility Q for an activity execution not exceeding its mean duration (0 ≤ Q ≤ 1). For simplicity, we assume that each activity has the same Q. Then, according to the definitions of temporal consistency in Section 2 and the discussion of CSS ACD in Section 4, for CSS ACD and CSS 1 , we have:
For CSS ACD and CSS 4 , suppose there are M checkpoints defined by CSS 4 and covered by UBC(A), then, we have:
For CSS ACD and CSS 5 , according to Section 5.1, at activity a p , if D(a p ) < Rcd(a p ), then both CSS ACD and CSS 5 take a p as a checkpoint. Therefore, for the situation where D(a p ) < Rcd(a p ), CSS ACD and CSS 5 are the same in terms of the unnecessary and omitted verification computation. Hence, we need not consider the situation and for simplicity we assume the only possibility for the situation is 0. Then, the difference between CSS ACD and CSS 5 is whether a p is taken as a checkpoint when M(a p ) < Rcd(a p ) ≤ D(a p ). According to Section 4, it should be taken as a checkpoint which CSS ACD does whilst CSS 5 ignores it. So, we have:
We now take a series of specific values to see how the above equations perform. We suppose that Q = 0.8, M = 3 and N can vary between 3 and 50. Note that according to the above discussion, N should be greater than or equal to M. The selection of the values does not impact our analysis because what we want is the trend of how U 1-ACD , O 1-ACD , U 4-ACD , O 4-ACD , U 5-ACD , and O 5-ACD change with changing N. With N changing, we list corresponding U 1-ACD and O 1-ACD in Figure 3 , U 4-ACD and O 4-ACD in Figure 4 , and U 5-ACD and O 5-ACD in Figure 5 .
From Figure 3 , we can see that O 1-ACD is always 0. In fact, based on CSS 1 , temporal verification is conducted at every activity. Therefore, there is no omitted verification. Based on CSS ACD , we only conduct temporal verification at an activity whose completion duration is greater than its mean duration. According to Section 4, we should do so. Therefore, there is also no omitted verification by CSS ACD . Hence, O 1-ACD = 0. In addition, from Figure 3 , we can see that with N increasing, U 1-ACD is increasing. This means that the higher the number of activities covered by UBC(A), the greater the amount of unnecessary temporal verification based on CSS 1 as compared with CSS ACD . In particular, because in real-world grid workflow systems, grid workflows are very complicated and contain hundreds of thousands of activities (Deelman et al. 2003; Abramson et al. 2005; Simpson et al. 2004) , N is normally a large number. Therefore, we can conclude that CSS ACD is much more efficient for temporal verification than CSS 1 .
From Figure 4 , we can see that with increasing N, U 4-ACD increases. This means that the higher the number of activities covered by UBC(A), the larger the amount of unnecessary temporal verification based on CSS 4 in comparison with CSS ACD . In addition, from Figure 4 , we can also see that with increasing N, O 4-ACD increases. This means that the more activities covered by UBC(A), the more omitted verification based on CSS 4 than CSS ACD . Similar to the above analysis of Figure 3 , N is normally a large number. So, we can conclude that CSS ACD is much more efficient and effective for temporal verification than CSS 4 . From Figure 5 , we can see that U 5-ACD is always 0. In fact, according to CSS 5 , we only conduct temporal verification at an activity whose completion duration is greater than its maximum duration. According to CSS ACD , if the completion duration of an activity is greater than its mean duration we should conduct temporal verification. According to Section 2, an activity's mean duration is not greater than its maximum duration. Therefore, temporal verification based on CSS 5 is necessary. Hence U 5-ACD = 0. In addition, from Figure 5 , we can also see that with N decreasing, O 5-ACD is increasing. This means that the more activities covered by UBC(A), the more omitted verification based on CSS 5 than based on CSS ACD . Similar to the above analysis of Figure 3 , N is normally a large number. So, we can conclude that CSS ACD is much more effective for temporal verification than CSS 5 .
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, based on the analysis of the limitations of existing typical checkpoint selection strategies, and the analysis of the relationships between run-time activity completion duration and temporal constraint consistency, a new checkpoint selection strategy named CSS ACD has been developed. CSS ACD selects the checkpoints dynamically along the grid workflow execution. The final comparison and quantitative evaluation have shown that CSS ACD is more effective and efficient for temporal verification than the existing typical strategies by avoiding the omission of necessary checkpoints and the selection of excess unnecessary checkpoints.
With these contributions, we can further investigate some issues such as temporal exception handling when a temporal constraint is violated at a checkpoint. This could include dynamic negotiations between different grid services to compensate for the time deficit.
